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STATUS OF THE ION TRAP PROJECT AT IGISOL�J. Szerypo, A. Jokinen, V.S. Kolhinen, A. NieminenS. Rinta-AntilaDepartment of Physis, University of JyväskyläP.O. Box 35 (Y5), FIN-40351 Jyväskylä, Finlandand J. ÄystöCERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland(Reeived November 2, 2000)The IGISOL faility at the Department of Physis of the Universityof Jyväskylä (JYFL) is delivering radioative beams of short-lived exotinulei, in partiular the neutron-rih isotopes from the �ssion reation.These nulei are studied with the nulear spetrosopy methods. In or-der to substantially inrease the quality and sensitivity of suh studies thebeam should undergo beam handling: ooling, bunhing and isobari pu-ri�ation. The �rst two proesses are performed with the use of an RFQooler/bunher. The isobari puri�ation will be made by a Penning trapplaed after the RF-ooler element. This ontribution desribes the ur-rent status of the ion trap projet and its future prospets. The latteromprise the preise nulear mass measurements, nulear spetrosopy inthe Penning trap interior as well as the laser spetrosopy on the extratedbeams.PACS numbers: 39.10.+j 1. IntrodutionA projet for improving the quality of radioative ion beams produed atIGISOL [1℄ has been started in 1997 [2,3℄. Basi parameters of a radioativebeam at IGISOL presently are: beam energy spread �E � 80 eV, transverseemittane � � 10� mmmrad and mass resolving power R = M=�M =200�1000. In order to enhane the quality of experiments at IGISOL it wasneessary to improve the radioative beam quality. The goal was to obtain:� Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 5�13, 2000.(985)



986 J. Szerypo et al.�E � 1 eV, � � 1� mmmrad and R = 105. The latter means a possibility ofrejeting even isobari ontaminants, obtaining a pure monoisotopi beam.This improvement will be ahieved due to radioative beam handling, whihonsists of three steps: beam ooling (whih improves both �E and �),bunhing and puri�ation (due to high R). The �rst two steps are done withuse of an RFQ ooler/bunher (see [4℄). The beam puri�ation is performedwith the use of a ylindrial Penning trap similar to the one desribed inRef. [5℄. 2. Projet desriptionThe RFQ ooler/bunher [4℄ exists at JYFL already. Its performaneas follows: �E = 0:6 eV, � � 1�2� mmmrad, transmission TR> 60% andooling time around 1 ms. Bunhing possibility was also demonstrated.In the Penning trap ase, mass-seletive bu�er gas ooling tehnique [6℄will be used for puri�ation. In order that the puri�ation ould takeplae, the trap interior has to be �lled with a bu�er gas at low pressure(10�3�10�4 mbar), usually helium. A low-energy (of the order of 100 eV)ion beam oming from the RFQ ooler/bunher is aptured in the trap en-ter and then the bu�er gas ooling an start. For this purpose, the entralring eletrode is segmented azimuthally into 4 segments. The segments aresupplied with an osillating RF-potential so that an osillating quadrupole�eld in the azimuthal plane is reated. The RF-frequeny is hosen so that itis equal to the ylotron frequeny of the ions of interest, whih are usuallymixed with other, ontaminating ions. The joint ation of the RF-�eld andthe bu�er gas is ooling and entering the ions of interest on the trap axis,whereas ontaminants are not entered. The ions of interest are then ejetedthrough a small hole in the endap of the trap. This proess an have a highmass resolving power, of the order of 105, whih permits to rejet even iso-bari ontaminants [5℄. This is partiularly important for the experimentalprogram at IGISOL, whih in future will be entered on exoti neutron-rihnulei, produed in �ssion. The isobari puri�ation will allow for rejetingof all unwanted members of the isobari hain, leaving only a speies of in-terest. This will signi�antly improve signal-to-bakground ratio, sensitivityand preision of the experiments, and will extend the range of the isotopesinvestigated.The task of the puri�ation Penning trap at IGISOL is to perform theisobari puri�ation and to deliver lean, monoisotopi beams for nulearand laser spetrosopy as well as preise nulear mass measurements. Inorder to ahieve this goal, it is planned to plae the Penning trap insidea B = 7 T superonduting magnet. This magnet was delivered alreadyby Magnex Sienti� Ltd. and installed at the IGISOL area in November



Status of the Ion Trap Projet at IGISOL 9871999 (see Fig. 1). It is a solenoid with two homogeneous magneti �eldregions (inhomogeneities within 1 m3 volume below 10�6 and 10�7, respe-tively). The isobari puri�ation of radioative beam will be performed inthe ylindrial Penning trap positioned in the �rst region. As mentioned,it will substantially enhane the sensitivity and preision of ollinear laserand nulear spetrosopy experiments. The former will pro�t already of thepresene of the RFQ ooler/bunher, delivering a bunhed beam with verygood emittane [4℄.

Fig. 1. The 7 T superonduting solenoid.The seond step of the ion trap development will onsist of building a se-ond Penning trap for the preise nulear mass measurements of radioativeions. It will be plaed diretly after the puri�ation trap in the same su-peronduting magnet, in the seond homogeneous magneti �eld region. Atrap of a ylindrial type will be used, whih should assure the measurementauray of 10�6�10�7. It will enable mass measurements of many neutron-rih isotopes not reahable anywhere else (e.g. of refratory elements) andwill signi�antly broaden experimental program at IGISOL.In the third step of Penning trap development, nulear spetrosopy ina Penning trap interior is foreseen. This means plaing the detetors of aneeded type diretly inside the trap and positioning the radioative sample in



988 J. Szerypo et al.front of them. Suh a sheme has ertain advantages over onventional spe-trosopy, like very good quality radioative soure (very thin, small size, nobaking, free of intensity attenuation, energy degradation and baksatteringproblems), minimization (in a given detetor) bakground ontribution fromother types of radiation, and an e�ient passive shielding for bakgroundradiation with the magnet ryostat.It is planned to install and test the puri�ation trap in the year 2000.A part of the neessary vauum omponents (e.g. turbo-pumps) has beendelivered already. The eletronis and ontrol system (LabVIEW based) areunder development. The Penning trap system is done in lose ollaborationwith GSI Darmstadt, where a similar trap projet SHIPTRAP aiming atexperiments with transuranium isotopes [7℄ is in preparation.The ion trap development at IGISOL is done in a ollaboration withother nulear physis laboratories grouped in a European network EXO-TRAPS (JYFL is a oordinator of this network). Within this ollabora-tion, IGISOL group has partiipated (November 1999) in preise nulearmass measurements with the ISOLTRAP Penning trap set-up at ISOLDE,CERN [8℄. Then, the mass of 33Ar (auray of 10�7) with T1=2 = 174 mswas measured (see [9℄). Thus, the nulei with half-lives of the order of 0.1 sshould also be available in the future for preise nulear mass measurementsat IGISOL.This work was supported by the Aademy of Finland under the FinnishCentre of Exellene Program 2000-2005 (Projet No. 44875, Nulear andCondensed Matter Program at JYFL) and by the EXOTRAPS projet inthe EU LSF-RTD program under ontrat no. ERBFMGECT980099.REFERENCES[1℄ P. Dendooven, Nul. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B126, 182 (1997).[2℄ A. Jokinen et al., JYFL Annual Report 15, (1997).[3℄ A. Nieminen et al., JYFL Annual Report 16, (1998).[4℄ A. Nieminen et al., JYFL Annual Report 17, (1999).[5℄ H. Raimbault-Hartmann et al., Nul. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B126, 378(1997).[6℄ G. Savard et al., Phys. Lett. A158, 247 (1991).[7℄ J. Dilling et al., Hyper�ne Interat. 127, 491 (2000).[8℄ G. Bollen et al., Nul. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A368, 675 (1996).[9℄ F. Herfurth et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., to be published.


